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Francis A. Gilligan† 
I have known Paul since the early 1970s when we taught at the 
Army Judge Advocate General’s school in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
It was there that Paul began writing his text on scientific evidence 
by teaching a seminar on scientific evidence. At that time, the faculty 
included Paul, Fredric I. Lederer, Philip Suarez, Edward J. 
Imwinkelried, and myself. Our boss at the time was LTC Hugh R. 
Overholt. 
We were tasked to write a book on evidence, DA Pam 27-22. After 
finishing the text, LTC Overholt and the Judge Advocate General, 
Major General Hugh Clausen, suggested at a party one night that the 
book would be useful as a civilian text. I was tasked with getting a 
publisher—we thought the Michie Company in Charlottesville might 
publish the book. When I presented this to the manager, she turned us 
down. So I went to West, and they immediately accepted our proposal. 
The book was published in 1979,1 but was not advertised. Paul said we 
should “pull the plug” with West and get a publisher that would 
publicize the text to the bar and bench. He also thought our title was 
not “sexy” enough; Criminal Evidence should be Courtroom Criminal 
Evidence. I went back to Michie—now LexisNexis2—and they decided 
to publish the book as well as advertise the book. The rest is history. 
Our work is now in its sixth edition with Lexis.3 
Paul and I taught criminal procedure, and we wrote an article on 
the Fourth Amendment that was Paul’s first cite by the Supreme 
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Court.4 Now his cite numbers are some of the best in the country, along 
with our co-author Edward J. Imwinkelried. This article set forth 
several approaches to the Fourth Amendment—historical, contempo-
rary, motivational, expectation of privacy, assumption of risk, and 
protected areas. To this day, these approaches are still used in the con-
stitutional arena. 
His impact working with the late Myrna Rader has been immense. 
Their collaboration produced the American Bar Association Report, 
Achieving Justice: Freeing the Innocent, Convicting the Guilty;5 and 
The Justice Project, Eyewitness Identification: A Policy Review.6 These 
publications set forth some of the best practices in order to avoid 
mistaken identifications. These have been followed in numerous juris-
dictions throughout the United States, and at least one jurisdiction has 
made statutory changes. 
As a teacher, he shows concern for students and colleagues and pro-
vides a shoulder to lean on. His contributions to the legal community 
in the scientific area are too numerous to mention, all starting with his 
seminar in Charlottesville at the Army JAG School. 
His mind, heart, friendship, and grace serve as a beacon for others 
to follow. 
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